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From: Jones, Ken
Sent: Thu, 3 Jun 2010 13:55:29 +1000
To: Cornelius, Luke
Cc: Overland, Simon
Subject: Further letter to F

Hi Luke

Thanks. We need to sort out the ^rahamEveallegation (not there etc) and, from now, indicate who the 
"reserve" is of for any reason the SPOC isn't immediately available. Looking further she also needs to 
understand that her activties since 2004 (?) must at some stage emerge and that will change the 
equation totally. Do you think we should offer an early confidential meeting to explore that? Fin is 
starting to adress her claim.

Ken

Sir Ken Jones QPM | Deputy Commissioner (Crime)

email: 
phone: 1 fax: mobile:
I address: Vietoria Poliee Centre, Level 7, Building D, 637 Flinders Street, Melbourne 3005 | DX210096

From: Cornelius, Luke
Sent: Thursday, 3 June 2010 1:34 PM
To: Jones, Ken; Dunne, Emmett; Moloney, Dannye
Cc: Smith, Steve; McRae, Findlay
Subject: Further letter to F

Ken et al,

I have asked Fin to instruct VGSO to have a further letter to F ready to go following DPP's expected 
withdrawl of the Dale prosecution.

The letter will say, notwithstanding the withdrawl of the prosecution and her no longer being required 
as a witness for those proceedings we continue to hold a serious concern for her safety and that we 
still believe her life to be in danger. We will again put the witness protection offer to her. I asked Fin 
to make sure the language pulled no punches about the concern for her safety and the reality of the 
threat.

For info, we now have a response to the last letter in which she declines witness protection. Note that 
she also alleges that her "handler" has gone o/s and she now does not know who her Contact person 
is. I have asked Fin to confirm the position with Steve Smith. My understanding was that she had 
been told who she could go to while her contact person was on leave. Fin will confirm that 
arrangement in the latest letter and rebut the assertion that no alternate contact was provided.

Regards

Luke
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Luke Cornelius APM | Assistant Commissioner | Region 5 (South East) | Victoria Police

phone;
Executive Assistant:

email: | Staff Officer;H^^H
address: 50 Langhorne Street, Dandenong 3175 Victoria | website link:

wvvw.police.vic.qov.au
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